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Inspired by 1960s Italian design, handmade in England.

Shown here in Farrow & Ball Charleston Gray high gloss lacquer finish with antique 
bronze sabots and handles.  The sabots and handles are available in a range of finishes - 
please see Page 3.

The optional marble top is available in alternative colours and finishes, please enquire for 
more details.  Regal Dark marble is shown here.  Samples are available upon request.

Custom sizes, alternative timbers and finishes available.

If choosing a lacquer finish, this is available in any European RAL colour as standard.  We 
are also able to colour match to a specific colour and sheen of your choice and samples 
will be provided for your approval.  Standard sheen finishes are matt, satin and high gloss.
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The sabots and handles are available in any of the above finishes.

Our range of metal finishes are individually hand applied and therefore can vary within an 
acceptable tolerance.  Some finishes may naturally age over time.  Please contact us at the 
shop for any questions. 
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Standard timber finishes shown.  Alternative timbers and finishes are available, please 
enquire for more details. 
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Please note that all the instructions below are suggested methods of care and maintenance.  
We are not responsible for any damage incurred whilst cleaning.  Always try a cleaning 
method on a hidden area first.

MARBLE & STONE

Marble and stone are natural materials and should be treated as such.  If required, seal upon 
installation and repeat every 6 months or so.  Please be aware that spills will penetrate even 
sealed marble and stone and stain after a couple of hours.  Use pH neutral cleaners only.

PU LACQUER FINISHES

For regular maintenance, dust lightly with a soft cloth following the timber’s grain.  Most 
blemishes can be wiped off gently with a soft dampened cloth, again following the timber’s 
grain.  Do not rub with abrasive materials or use detergents or solvents.

Do not use furniture wax and/or spray polishes as these will affect the finish.

Anything with a rough or abrasive underside, for example cups or plates, will scratch the
finish, however slightly.  Always use soft base coasters.

Avoid direct sunlight and high temperatures as this will compromise the finish.

PAINT LACQUER FINISHES

For regular maintenance, dust lightly with a soft cloth.  Most blemishes can be wiped off 
gently with a soft dampened cloth.  Do not rub with abrasive materials or use detergents or 
solvents.

Do not use furniture wax and/or spray polishes as these will affect the finish.

Anything with a rough or abrasive underside, for example cups or plates, will scratch the 
finish, however slightly.  Always use soft base coasters.

Avoid direct sunlight and high temperatures as this will compromise the finish.
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UNLACQUERED METAL FINISHES 

For regular maintenance, dust lightly with a soft dry cloth.  Most blemishes can be 
wiped off gently with a soft dampened cloth.  Do not scrub with abrasive materials or use 
detergents, solvents or metal polishes.

In the case of bad soiling, a very mild soap solution can be used, but once the dirt has lifted, 
wipe off immediately.  Care must be taken not to leave the surface wet for more than a few 
moment.

Clear wax can be used to leave a protective coat and add a little shine.  The only products 
to use are pure, clear furniture waxes by quality brands or their aerosol equivalents.  It is 
important not to use waxes with added cleaning agents or turpentine.  The wax should be 
applied sparingly with a soft cloth and wiped off quickly before it dries.  Application will be 
easier if the wax is warm.

FRENCH POLISH FINISHES

For regular maintenance, dust lightly with a soft dry cloth following the timber’s grain.  Do 
not use a dampened cloth.  Wipe up any spillages quickly as liquids compromise French 
polish.  Do not rub with abrasive materials or use detergents or solvents.

Clear wax can be used which will add a little shine.  The only products to use are pure, clear 
furniture waxes by quality brands.  It is important not to use waxes with cleaning agents 
or turpentine.  The wax should be applied sparingly with a soft cloth following the timber’s 
grain and wiped off quickly before it dries.  Application will be easier if the wax is warm.  
Buff to shine using a clean dry soft cloth, again following the timber’s grain.  

Do not use spray polishes as these will affect the finish.

Anything with a rough or abrasive underside, for example cups or plates, will scratch the 
finish, however slightly.  Always use soft base coasters.

Avoid direct sunlight and high temperature as this will compromise the finish.


